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INTELLIGENTSIA COFFEE / DRINKS 

AMERICANO	 3

LATTE	 4.5

CAPPUCCINO	 4

CAFÉ	MOCHA	 5

ESPRESSO	 3

ORANGE	JUICE	 				4.75

LEMONADE			 4

ICED	TEA	 																		4

	

Q	WATER	- unlimited still or sparkling	 3

Q water is filtered to order on site, the 4 tiered  
Q water filtration system provides the cleanest tasting 
water available. The eco-friendly sustainable system 
eliminates the need for bottles and delivery. Fruit  
infusions available! Please ask your server what is 
fresh and available to infuse into your Q water today.

TEA &
COFFEE
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LOOSE LEAF TEA

BLOOD	ORANGE		PU-ERH	 3.5
Pu-erh is a Chinese aged tea that contains  
subtle enzymes that deliver soothing digestive  
comfort under a bright maroon coloured fruit  
high in antioxidants. 

BLUELINE	ROOIBOS			 3.5
A Manitoba Jet blend of organic hearty rooibo
with rose hips and petals, lavender flowers, red
currants, blueberries, seabuckthorn leaves, hibiscus 
flowers and Labrador leaves bring out the high  
antioxidants as well as a full fruity flavour profile.

GYOKURO	JADE	DEW		 3.5
The healthiest green tea on the market, its full  
green colour assures that the leaves have been  
shade grown in order to avoid the full tea garden  
sun. Protection delivers taste.

MICRO	GROUND	CHAI	 4.5
This unique process is done by hand with large  
rotating stone grinders that pulverize the spices  
and the black tea, thus delivering the spiciest  
chai in the market. Served as a latte.

NEPAL	HIGH	GROWN	 3.5
This tippy, high mountain grown green/black tea  
is very light and aromatic due to its short growing  
season and delicate environmental elevation in the  
Himalayas. Hardly visible in the cup, it delivers a  
light sweet taste to any meal.

SACRED	BLEND	 3.5	
A Canadian Boreal blend, it is harvested in  
Manitoba and is ethically hand-picked by Northern 
harvesters to bring you a taste of the North with  
pine needles, sage, and sweetgrass that is often  
used in ceremony.

BOREAL	MORNING	 3.5
A Canadian boreal blend original, this breakfast  
blend produces a balanced and uplifting tea that  
energizes without the caffeine due to the Labrador 
leaves, mint, angelica, joe-pye, astragulus, ginseng,  
nettle, and alfalfa in the mix. Delicious forest fare.


